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A spa should cater

to your well-being
inside and out.
The LAPIS SPA AT
FONTAINEBLEAU
HOTEL MIAMI

Everything, even in the fast-paced world
of fashion, comes full circle. And that's
part of the appeal of RISING SUN & CO.'s
sturdy, well-tailored men's denim collection, which hearkens back to a time when
every article ofclothingwas made by hand by the designer. The brand, which is developing a cult following, has a newly opened
workshop-turned-store complete with antique fixtures and displays in the Eagle Rock
neighborhood of Los Angeles. A majority
of the items for sale are finished on-site in
the workshop. Being made in America is
more than a talking point for founder and
chief designer Mike Hod is, who used to design for Lucky Brand. Selvage fabric made
by Cone Denim Mills in North Carolina
and hardware produced in Kentucky are
crafted together to bring Hodis' designs
to life. Tried-and-true cuts and worn-in
washes are signatures, with custom hemming services available as needed. "We
strive to create a balance between the familiar and progressive by utilizing great
design, quality fabrics and finishes that a re
rooted in America's ingenuity of old," Hod is
says. Those who aren't in L.A. can find Rising Sun's wares in a few boutiques around
the globe, at Barneys in New York and on
its website. After all, a well-made pair of
jeans is an instant classic. $225 to .'1:425, wwu·
,., ing. '
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BEACH takes this
to heart with its
new juice- and
tea-based detox
offerings. To set the
scene, in addition
to the complimentary lemon-infused
water that most
spas offer, Lapis
also indulges guests
with other tasty
variations including
pineapple, blueberry
and watermelon.
"We encourage our
guests to be lavish
with consumption,"
says Josie Feria , director of spa operations. "Many of our
treatments involve
hot water, which
can be overheating,
so we suggest you
ingest quite a bit of
water." For a deeper
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The Test
ofTiine
Move over, smartphones. When it comes
to telling time, wristwatches have made a
triumphant return. These days, it's simply
about finding yourself the right ticker to
showcase. Thankfully, MULCO WATCHES
offers 10 lines of analog, unisex styles sure
to suit any personality. Though the brand
originated in Switzerland in 1958, a core
group of designers and watch technicians
has rei magi ned Mulco for the millennium,
combining dynamic colors with textured
materials (think steel, rubber, aluminum,
ceramic and silicon) to create wearable
works of art that are also functional.
Collections include Fondo, a fun range
of hues including deep purple, vibrant
yellow and blue- perfect for a casual weekend - and Nuit, which offers a bolder look.
Captivated by Formula One races? Check
out Mulco's selection of Prix timepieces.
Or, for conveying stark sophistication, the
leather-strapped Citta is ideal. While most
of the watches feature Swiss chronographs,
they all have one thing in common : They
make time look good. From $225 www m ulco
com -LAURA KINIRY

-JENNIFER BRADLEY FRANKLIN
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cleansing experience, try a special
detoxing tea blend
containing natural
ingredients like
algae and organically
grown plants. "These
teas reduce edema
and cleanse the
body. They complement our wrap and
lymphatic-drainage
treatments," Feria
explains. The spa
also features drinks
with targeted nutrition, like citrus lemonade with cleansing
chia seeds; protein-,
enzyme- and
probiotic-packed
kombucha; and even
vitamin-packed raw
beet juice. "We're
not only conscious of
the benefits," Feria
says. "We are true
and loyal to the
concept of a spa
being a place for
rejuvenation."
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